The Structure Optimization Design of Anti Re-entrainment Cone in Cyclone Separator
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Abstract—In this study, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method was used to optimize the structure of anti re-entrainment cone in cyclone separator. The Reynolds stress model (RSM) was used to simulate the flow fields inside a cyclone separator with different anti re-entrainment cone structure, and their axial and tangential velocity distribution. Based upon that, it could be concluded that an anti re-entrainment cone with half ball surface located above the inlet of dust hopper and blow-down from dust hopper could lead to a smoother fluid field upon the inlet of the dust hopper. Besides, an appropriate effective section ratio and blow-down ratio of the cyclone studied in this article could be figured out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gas cyclone separators are widely used in industries to separate dust from gas. How to increase the cyclone collection efficiency of nanoparticles is an emergency and important subject. Dust hopper, as a collector of particles, decreasing the particle re-entrainment from it can increase the cyclone collection efficiency. Until now, a considerable number of investigations [1-4] have been performed on dust hopper, but in these studies, downward and upward flow both occurred. Undoubtedly, the upward flow will increase the chance of particle escaping from dust.

The present study was undertaken in an effort to carry out a numerical study on the effect of different anti re-entrainment cone structure and blow-down from dust hopper.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND GEOMETRY

Reynolds stress model (RSM) has been widely accepted as a promising numerical tool for solving the large-scale unsteady behaviour of complex turbulent flows. Encouraging results have been reported in recent literature and demonstrate the ability of RSM to capture the swirling flow instability and the energy containing coherent motion of such highly swirling flows. RSM methodology has been used in many articles to study the highly swirling flow in cyclone separators [5-7]. It will be used in this study to reveal the effect of different anti re-entrainment cone structure and blow-down from dust hopper on the turbulent flow in the cyclone separator. Solver settings used in this study referred to [8].

The dimensions of the cyclone were displayed in Figure 1(a) and Table I. This cyclone was investigated experimentally by SM Fraser et al. [9]. In this study, a cone was located above the inlet of dust hopper. Its height was 0.04m , and the top surface diameter was . The diameter of the coplanar section on the top surface of cone was , and the flanks of cone and cyclone separator were parallel while the lower surface of cone and the inlet of dust hopper were coplanar. The dimensions of the cone were shown in Figure 1(b).Velocity inlet boundary condition was applied at inlet, outflow at gas outlet and blow-down surface of dust hopper and wall (no-slip) boundary condition at all other boundaries. The air inlet velocity equals .For the near-wall treatment, the standard wall function was used in the RSM simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Configuration size of the cyclone separator</th>
<th>m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The velocity field of the cyclone with no blow-down

For the purposes of discussion, the section between the cone and cyclone, which the air passed through, was defined as effective section, and Ratio was defined as effective section ratio \( \{ \text{Ratio} = 1 - (d_i / D_e)^2 \} \). Downward flow ratio was defined as the ratio of the mass quantity of inlet and downward flow at section \( Z=0.04 \)m \( \{ \text{downward flow ratio} = Q_{m(down)} / Q_{m(in)} \} \). The cyclone with different Ratio had been numerically investigated. The influence of the Ratio on the downward flow ratio was shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2, it could be clearly concluded that the downward flow ratio increased with Ratio. It meant that the mass quantity of the gas flowing into the dust hopper was growing. The downward flow ratio increased slowly at the Ratio range of 0.1 – 0.4, linearly at 0.4 – 0.9 and slowly at 0.9 – 1. Five Ratios (Ratio = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) were discussed in this study.

Comparison of the time averaged tangential and axial velocity at section \( Z=0.36 \)m, \( Z=0.635 \)m of five different Ratio cyclones were shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 showed that the anti re-entrainment cone had a limited effect on the distribution of the tangential velocity but on the axial velocity, especially in the cone part of the cyclone. Besides, the anti re-entrainment cone decreased the zone of downward flow in the cone part of the cyclone. This was not good for particles flowing into the dust hopper. In cylinder, the zone of downward flow changed little. Moreover, the anti re-entrainment cone reduced the axial velocity near the center and increased the time particles staying in cyclone, making particles have more time to separate from gas.

Figure 4 showed the zone (the gray zone in Figure 4) of downward flow at anti re-entrainment cone for different Ratio cyclones and the axial velocity distribution at section \( Z=0.035 \)m. According to continuity equation, the blank near the wall in Figure 4 was the zone of upward flow. As could be seen from Figure 4, when ratio equalled 0.2 and 0.4, the downward flow and upward flow divided the region between the anti re-entrainment cone and wall into two parts. This impeded the gas flowing into the dust hopper so seriously that the particles near the anti re-entrainment cone could not be brought into dust hopper smoothly by downward flow, increasing the chance particles escaping from the cyclone. When ratio equalled 0.6, 0.8 and 1, the gas motion could be seen as two regions with an outer region of downward vortex flow surrounding an inner region of upward vortex flow. The zone of downward flow and upward flow increased with Ratio. It could be concluded from the axial velocity distribution at section \( Z=0.035 \)m that two regions character reduced the region for downward flow, and downward flow and upward flow were so close that the space particles moving was limited. Because of that, the particles were taken out by the inner region of upward vortex flow easily. So, only an anti re-entrainment cone located above the inlet of the dust hopper could not improve the cyclone separation performance greatly.
B. The velocity field of the cyclone with blow-down

In order to make downward flow bring particles into the dust hopper successfully and prevent re-entrainment, the blow-down was applied to the dust hopper. Through multiple sets of test on blow-down ratio, it could be found that to make the downward flow fill with the zone between the anti re-entrainment cone and wall, the blow-down ratio equalled 10% when Ratio equalled 0.2, 22% when Ratio equalled 0.4, 42% when Ratio equalled 0.6, 75% when Ratio equalled 0.8.

In Figure 5, the radial profiles for tangential and axial velocity of cyclones (Ratio=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) with blow-down ratio shown above were compared with that of the cyclone (Ratio=1) without blow-down. From Figure 5 it could be seen that the tangential velocity distributions were similar in the cone part of the five cyclones and the regions of the five downward flows were almost same in cylinder part. Because of blow-down, the axial velocity decreased sharply in cone part. The region of the downward flow in the cyclone which Ratio equalled 0.2 was the smallest, making particles flow into dust hopper hardly.

When the effective section was filled with downward flow, downward area ratio, which was the ratio of the area of downward region at one section and the area of this section, equalled Ratio. Decreasing the Ratio would decrease the quantity of the downward flow, and make particles flow into dust hopper hardly. Conversely, the blow-down ratio would increase, and it would set a great demand on the strainer in dust hopper or the dust collection bag, especially when a large amount of gas needed dealing with. Through calculation it could be figured out that, at section Z=0.04m, downward area ratio equalled 0.588 when Ratio equalled 1, and that was similar to the downward area ratio when Ratio equalled 0.6 and blow-down ratio equalled 42%. But another downward area ratio similar to 0.588 at the same section was the cyclone which Ratio equalled 0.4 and blow-down ratio equalled 22%. Based on this, it could be figured out that the later blow-down ratio was 20% less than the earlier one, and the later cyclone was better.

On account of the problem, an improvement was made just as shown in Figure 6. The top surface of the anti re-entrainment cone was changed into half ball surface. Through multiple sets of test on blow-down ratio, it could be found that to make the downward flow fill with the zone between the anti re-entrainment cone and wall, the blow-down ratio equalled 17% when Ratio equalled 0.4. That was 5% less than the 22% before. The radial profiles for tangential and axial velocity at different sections for Ratio 0.4 and 1 cyclones with blow-down ratio17% and 0 were compared as shown in Figure 7. It could be concluded that the tangential velocity of Ratio 0.4 cyclone was larger than that of Ratio 1 cyclone in cone part and similar in cylinder part. Besides, the downward region and downward axial velocity distribution in the two cyclones were similar. The tangential velocity in the cyclone with improvement was larger than that in the cyclone without improvement, and the downward region and downward axial velocity also increased. That was better for particles flowing into dust hopper smoothly.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we numerically investigated the flow field inside cyclone separators with different anti re-entrainment cone structure and blow-down ratio, and estimated the influences on the performance for particle separation. In this study, it could be concluded that only an anti re-entrainment cone located above the inlet of dust hopper could not avoid upward flow which would take particles out from dust hopper, but blow-down from dust hopper could avoid it and increase separation efficiency. Through the optimization design on the structure of anti re-entrainment cone in cyclone separator, it could be found that an anti re-entrainment cone with half ball surface would lead to a smoother velocity field.
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